Who Questions
The clip art is from http://office.microsoft.com. It can be used for educational purposes without copyright
infringement.

These cards can be used to elicit answers to who questions, introduce occupation vocabulary and
produce adverbial phrases with who ( a ___ is a person who_____).
1. You can cover the answer and picture by slipping the card into a pocket. The student can
read the clues and see if they can get the correct answer, before looking at it.
2. You can read the clues one by one without showing the picture side. The student can
obtain points for the number of clues it takes to get the correct answer. These points can
be used in a board game to determine the number of moves the student gets.

Who

Who

3. uses pots and pans?

3. uses a wrench?

2. wears a white hat?

2. fixes pipes?

1. works in a kitchen?

1. is called for water
problems?

Who
3. is a leader of the
United States?
2. is elected when
people vote every
three years?
1. lives in the White
House?

chef

plumber

president
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Who

Who

3. works at a
medical clinic
or hospital?

3. rides a horse?

2. uses a
stethoscope?

1. herds cattle for
market?

2. ropes cattle?

1. helps sick people?

cowboy

Who
3. knows how to
swim well
2. works at pool
or beach?
1. watches people
when they swim?

lifeguard

doctor or nurse
Who

Who

Who

3. works in a cockpit?

3. works at a store?

3. helps sick animals
get well?

2. flies in the air?

2. helps people
make their
purchases?

1. wears a uniform?

1. gives change?

pilot

cashier

2. works at an animal
clinic?
1. gives animals
medication?

veterinarian
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Who

Who

Who

3. is part of a team?

3. uses a plow

3. is part of a team

2. wears a uniform that
includes pads and a
helmet?

2. plants crops

2. wears a glove

1. operates tractors and
combines

1. hits a ball with a
bat.

1. plays with an egg
shaped ball?

football player

Who
3. fixes things in a
building?
2. keeps a building
clean?

farmer

Who
3. takes pictures?
2. says “smile” or “say
cheese”?
1. has a camera?

1. makes sure the
building is locked
at the end of the
day?

baseball player

Who
3. entertains people at
events and
birthdays?
2. makes things
disappear?
1. makes things
reappear?

photographer
janitor

magician
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Who
3. greets people at the
front desk?
2. answers the
telephone?
1. answers questions
and gives directions?

Who
3. wears a white hat?
2. bakes good things
to eat in an oven?
1. makes things like
bread, cakes, and
cookies?

Who
3. uses lots of makeup
and has a big nose?
2. wears colorful clothes
that are too big for
them?
1. makes people laugh?

receptionist

baker

Who

Who

clown

Who

1. has a club?

1. wears a uniform?

1. uses a pole and hook?

2. hits a small ball
off a tee?

2. is called in an
emergency?

2. puts bait on a hook?
3. catches fish?

3. tries to get the ball
into a small hole in
the grass?

3. enforces the law?

police officer

fisherman

golfer
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